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There was the time, when India was loaded and gilded with gold. Each and every historical
monument was gilded with gold. Thatâ€™s why; India was golden bird (Sone Ki Chiriya) but no longer.
Even then, India still brings loads of the visitors here. There are many parts of India where the
tourists feel like being settled for ever. But it is not possible. But tourists through the help of India
tour do visit the beauties of India with a great happiness. So, enjoy the time and explore the trip.

Pilgrimage tour: there are numberless cities that are situated on the bank of different rivers where
loads of Hindu devotees take bath and dips.peoeple, who make wish to havea child, come to visit
around so many pilgrimages like Vaishano Devi, Amaranth, Mathura, Vrindavan, Kashi, Allahabad,
Haridwar and so on. These cities are the hubs of many god-fearing people, who are on India tour.
People from different part of the world come at these pilgrimages to take the pictures of many
saints, hermits and sages, who wear holy ashes on their whole body and do the meditation for hours
and hours. Besides these Hindu pilgrimages, Ajmer is the only pilgrimage where Hindu and Muslim
both visit the sacred place at the large number each and every year.

Hill station tour: Tourists can never feel restless if they go around the hill stations like Manali,
Shimala, Kashmir, Ooty, Dehradoo, Mansoori and so on.  These places are fun loving for the
tourists. And these attractions are the real charm of this tour. And it can be enjoyed at the fullest by
having India tour. Vacationers can feast their eyes on beautiful and fascinating snow covered hills.

Ayurvedic tour: This India tour is very good option for those visitors, who do a lot of trekking in order
to take the pleasure of the real beauty at the close. This tour offers the soothing herbal treatment to
those people, who are suffering from many diseases. Spa and Aurvedic body massages are the
main theme of this tour. And it is very much possible with India tour.
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